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                        Helping 27,000+ businesses enhance productivity & reduce costs
                        The Quartix vehicle tracking system provides commercial fleet tracking for cars, coaches, vans and trucks throughout the US, UK and Europe. Learn how the Quartix vehicle tracking features help a wide range of industries realize benefits and savings.
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                                "The customer service is outstanding from sales to support."

                                Denise Quintana Brito

                                Owner, A-Kwik Tow
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                                “When we saw how easy the Quartix system was to use, and how reasonable the cost was, we didn’t need to look any further.”

                                Misty Absher

                                Office Manager, Greenridge Landscaping
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                                “We needed a vehicle tracking system to make sure our drivers are where they are supposed to be,”

                                Donna Rawley

                                Owner, A & R Pool Service
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                                "We can simply see mileage and time recordings on the system, rather than asking our drivers to check their dashboards"

                                Jack Armstrong

                                Maintenance Manager, SS Landscaping Services
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                                "This system pays for itself every day we use it."

                                Tom Benoit

                                Manager, Rocky Branch Contractors

                            

                        

                                        

                
                                
                    A trusted solution, empowering fleets of all sizes
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                    Request a free vehicle tracking demo
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